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Biodefense Research and Development Policy in 2009:
A Citizen Perspective

The U.S. does not yet have a rational approach to determining how much biodefense
laboratory capacity is needed, what research we should be doing, and how to ensure it is
being conducted safely.

Part 1:  The concern

We, the undersigned, face the reality or prospect of federally-funded high containment
biodefense labs being situated in our communities.  We represent citizen groups from many
localities throughout the U.S. who have specific health, safety and environmental concerns
about their presence in our neighborhoods and cities. We are united in our belief that the
proliferation of these laboratories represents a significant threat not just to our communities,
but also to our nation, and the world.   We agree with Biological Weapons Convention non-
proliferation experts that we risk creating a biowarfare arms race with those who do not trust
and cannot verify U.S. intentions.  The spread of these labs makes us all less safe.
 
Since the August 2008 revelations that the 2001 anthrax letters originated from within the
premier U.S. biodefense lab, it has become tragically clear that Congress must move quickly
to re-evaluate the nation’s biodefense programs. We share many concerns about the expansion
of bio-safety level 3 and 4 laboratories in federal facilities, and in the hundreds of poorly
regulated or unregulated academic and private sector laboratories around the country.  

 Failure to acknowledge community concerns.  We have tried in numerous ways to
call attention to problems of community safety and the limited roles afforded citizens
in communities where laboratories are proposed and sited.  And we have experienced
years of dismissive responses to these concerns from those promoting and funding
laboratory expansion.  The anthrax letters case, bio-lab accidents and security breaches
reported in the last several years make clear that the specific and repeatedly dismissed
health, safety, and environmental concerns communities have raised are real and
require a more adequate response.

 Flawed risk assessments. In each of our communities, we have found that
environmental impacts and hazards associated with these labs have not been analyzed
with thoroughness, clarity and scientific rigor.  It is not possible to mitigate
unacknowledged risks.  In particular, we have been appalled by the failure to take
environmental justice considerations into account in siting laboratories.  Additionally,
there has been inadequate community input to the planning and design of risk
assessments, resulting in assessments that do not reflect community concerns.

 Accidents. Initially we were told that there was virtually no possibility of accidents in
high containment labs; it has become clear however that many laboratory accidents
have occurred and many have gone unreported. This is demonstrated by the tularemia
infections at Boston University, revealed by a whistle blower, and the Brucella
infections at Texas A & M, uncovered by the Sunshine Project.  The CDC has records
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on more than 100 reported accidents in the past several years in Level 3 and 4 labs.

 Lack of effective regulation.  It has also become clear that laboratory regulation and
oversight are poor, as detailed by the Government Accountability Office in 2007 and
2008.   The GAO reports that safety programs and protocols are inadequate and have
not been followed with consistency and rigor.  Many private and academic BSL-3
laboratories are essentially unregulated.

 Lack of transparency.   Transparency is a prerequisite for effective oversight, for
establishing trust with communities and with others who may not trust the intentions
of the United States.  It is required to make the Biological Weapons Convention a
viable treaty. Yet the work conducted in U.S. biodefense labs is not transparent.
Despite great effort, community groups have been unable to obtain vital information
about what is actually happening or planned for these laboratories.  Security concerns
are used as an excuse to restrict citizen access to reports of ongoing or planned studies.
FOIA requests about accidents and the minutes of Institutional Biosafety Committee
meetings are routinely denied.

 Defining acceptable risks. “Low-probability” but “high-consequence” accidents that
could result in a public health disaster in our communities are of great concern.  Who
decides what is an acceptable level of risk? Should an academic institution, a
corporation, or a federal agency decide what is acceptable risk for the at-risk citizens?

Our concerns extend far beyond our individual communities.

 Dangerous growth in labs and workers handling select agents.  We are sobered by
the fact that since the anthrax letter attacks, the number of workers in these labs has
grown from a small number to over 16,000;  bio-safety laboratory space has grown up
to twenty-fold since 2001.  Yet by most accounts, including the GAO and the World at
Risk report, the “unbridled increase” in research and development with bio-warfare
pathogens has made the world less safe.

 Poor research agenda oversight.  The research agenda of U.S. biodefense programs
has also expanded greatly in the wake of the 2001 anthrax letters. Who sets priorities
for biodefense research?  For example, who decided it was acceptable to genetically
recreate, transport, and do research on the formerly extinct 1918 flu virus, regardless
of the risks involved? There are far too many comparable examples.

 Misplaced funding priorities.  Since 2001, there has been an exponential increase in
funding for biodefense research on exotic pathogens posing theoretical risks, while
funding for infectious disease research has declined slightly.  In 2005, more than 750
scientists, including Nobel Prize-winners, decried the diversion of funds to biodefense
programs away from vital and pressing research of broad applicability on infectious
diseases and pandemics.  

 Dual-use research hazards.  We are concerned about the threats associated with
exotic, genetically modified pathogens, which can serve as bio-weapons agents.  Dual-
use research, is either offensive or defensive, based only upon intent. The dual-use
research conducted in biodefense programs creates it’s own risks and raises serious
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questions about compliance of the U.S. with the Biological Weapons Convention.

 Risk of internal sabotage. Now we also know that the possibility of internal sabotage
is quite real.  We have been told officially that both the weaponized anthrax and the
perpetrator of the only bio-terror attack in our history came from within the U.S.
biodefense program. 

We need a new policy and a new model for responding to biothreats.

We cannot afford to simply continue the uncritical bio-defense building boom of the last eight
years.

 We need an integrated, coherent federal policy.  Since 2001, biodefense funding
has provided a $57 billion economic boon, much of it for the private sector. 
Biodefense programs are spread among many federal departments.  However,
according to the GAO and others these programs are frequently duplicative and poorly
coordinated.  We have seen no evidence of an integrated federal policy, still less one
openly debated by Congress.   Congress needs to evaluate current research and
development priorities, funding levels and research requirements in relation to
verifiable threats to human and livestock health.   Our country needs a fact-based
assessment of biological threats, both natural and man-made.  

 
 We need to demilitarize biomedical research.  We are aware that intense debate is

taking place within the scientific community about whether or not much of the current
biodefense research agenda is relevant to, or would be effective in protecting the
population against natural or intentional biological threats.  The emphasis on national
defense in biomedical research results in profoundly different programs than those that
would be based upon a public health and civic model.  For instance, the focus of
biodefense research on “one bug, one drug” strategies has become dominant at the
expense of the development of broad-spectrum counter-measures which could be
much more useful in situations like the current swine-flu pandemic. At the same
time, funding has been cut for public health programs and local preparedness against
potential natural or lab-generated outbreaks.  

 
 We need a stand down and a time out.  We need a national moratorium on the

opening of new biodefense facilities and, simultaneously, a serious and transparent
reevaluation of the big picture.  We need a great many more answers before our
government pours yet more money into these programs and creates new public health
risks and international strain.

Will the concerns of citizens be heard?

The concerns of citizens are easily drowned out or dismissed amid the many voices
representing financial, academic and political interests. We offer the following
recommendations in hopes that the perspective of the public will at last be heard in this
new Congress and Administration.  We do not attempt to address all aspects of bio-
defense policy, but focus specifically on the need to curb the proliferation of high
containment bio-safety laboratories in our communities and to create a transparent,
integrated system for federal oversight and regulation of research and development
activities with select agents and other dangerous pathogens.
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Part 2:  Actions for the Congress and the Administration

We believe that there is an urgent need for action by the current Congress and by the Obama
administration.  Consistent with standard procedures for other federal science programs that
pose potential threats to health and safety, we call upon our elected representatives to:

1. Call an immediate halt to development of new biodefense facilities and
those that are not yet operational, until the many serious questions have
been resolved:

Questions include those related to:
 public safety, 
 appropriate locations for high containment laboratories, 
 biosafety and biosurety compliance,
 laboratory regulation,
 select agent use and control, 
 dual-use research,
 citizen involvement,
 risk of bioweapons proliferation.

2. Conduct a top-to-bottom review of the biodefense program and spending
priorities, based upon scientifically credible assessments that are
independent of economic interests.

   The review should include:

 A complete evaluation of the nation’s current bio-research capacity.

 A sound risk assessment of natural bio-threats and potential bio-terrorism threat, and
ways that threat can be addressed.

Note: We are familiar with earlier assessments, and the serious criticisms by the
National Research Council about how they were conducted.
(http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12206) We also note that the 2006
Homeland Security risk assessment was conducted by Battelle laboratories, a
leading beneficiary of biodefense laboratory funding.

 Evaluation of the efficacy of dual-use research with select agents in protecting the
population from bio-threats.

3. Make a real commitment to other approaches to threat mitigation such
as international diplomacy and public health measures.

 Make the U.S. a real partner to the Biological Weapons Convention by agreeing to
international monitoring and signing the implementation protocols of the treaty.
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 Work diplomatically to contain the bio-weapons arms race that has begun to flourish
amid the increased research.

 Refocus research onto existing public health risks.

4. Create a single, integrated, comprehensive system for federal oversight
of all biodefense and bio-safety lab research, federal, academic and
private.

 Consolidate the current diffuse, multi-agency regulatory and oversight systems.

 Develop and implement mandatory lab practices standards against which oversight can
be conducted.

 Develop and implement a system of mandatory licensing and high level security
clearances for all who work with select agents, and other dangerous pathogens.

 Establish a National Bio-Safety Facilities Safety Board to implement a system of
independent safety reviews of all bio-labs, with mandatory compliance for remediation
of safety violations, and reporting directly to Congress.  This Board could be based
upon the successful model of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, which
monitors the nuclear weapons complex.  See attached proposal for details.

 Require transparency to Congress and the public, about lab practices, accidents,
research agenda and what pathogens are being used at labs.

Note:  Recommendations such as these have been made by virtually every governmental
and non-governmental report dealing with U.S. biodefense in the past several years.
Practices involving significant oversight and regulation have long been an assumed way
of doing business for those working with nuclear materials. Licensing of professionals
who deal with matters of public safety is universal, from medical professionals to airline
pilots. In all these cases there is an agreed civic understanding, a social contract that
assumes that the public risks associated with the work of these individuals require such
regulation.  It is time the same is done for work with biological pathogens that represent
a danger to the general public.

5. Give citizens a meaningful place at the table as these changes are made.

 There will need to be more hearings in Congress and in local communities in order to
determine how best to move forward.  Include the expert testimony of those of us
living with current and proposed bio-defense laboratories in our communities.
We have a personal investment in safety, the unique perspective of “front-row seats,”
and a wealth of detailed knowledge about the issues.  We are not paid lobbyists pro or
con.  We are the people directly impacted.

 Communities are significant stakeholders and should have key roles in the siting,
design, regulation and operation of bio-safety laboratories.  Both the general public
and local governments need to be involved because their interests are not necessarily
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the same.  While local officials may have economic interests in inviting laboratories
into their communities, citizens may have different vulnerabilities and concerns.
Citizen input needs to directly inform all aspects of laboratory planning, design,
development and operations.  There needs to be a new model, a new mechanism to
insure that this happens.  What is required is a process and culture of accountability to
communities, rather than a culture that patronizes communities.

In conclusion, we want to emphasize that the difficulty in regulating cannot be an excuse
for inaction.

We recognize the unique nature of biological research that makes finding solutions to
regulation and oversight difficult.  We realize that some beginning steps have been taken to
address some of our concerns since the summer of 2008, when the country was focused on the
anthrax letters case.  We understand and support the importance of basic bio-medical research
that bears unexpected and important fruit.  Yes, it is the century of biology, with all of its
extraordinary promise for human health.

But difficult cannot be an excuse for the current lack of oversight, and the dangerous practices
that have been occurring in so many of these labs.  We cannot continue to use the internally
generated anthrax letters as a justification for unbridled research with select agents,
particularly in high population communities.

First steps have been taken, but without a fundamental look at biodefense research and
development policy.  It is imperative that we be clear about spending our research dollars to
address real and present threats to human health.  It is imperative that the nation step off the
bio-defense bandwagon, take a deep breath and embark upon a path that does not create more
risks than it fixes.
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Proposal for Establishing
 a Bio-Safety Facilities Safety Board (BFSB)

A Bio-Safety Facilities Safety Board (BFSB) would be authorized to assist Congress in public
health and safety oversight of bio-safety facilities that work with select agents and other
pathogens, such as SARS, that represent a risk to public health. This board would be
independent of agencies currently planning for and/or operating bio-safety facilities. The
board would have access to all documentation dealing with safety and would conduct on site
reviews as necessary to assure that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the work
force and the public. Findings and recommendations resulting from these reviews would be
provided to Congress and the applicable executive branch agencies for appropriate action.
BFSB reviews would seek public input and all findings, recommendations and corrective
plans would be reported to the public via formal mechanisms for community engagement.

Members of the board would be approved by Congress. The current National Science
Advisory Board for Bio-security  (NSABB) is not affected by this action and there is no
intended overlap in responsibilities between these two entities. The BFSB would perform the
same functions for Congress on oversight of bio-safety facilities as the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board established in 1988 does for the defense nuclear facilities.

Background:

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board  (DNFSB) (http://www.dnfsb.gov/ ) was
created by Congress rather swiftly in 1988, at the height of the Rocky Flats crisis.  While
circumstances are not identical to the bio-defense labs, there are a number of lessons to be
learned from the nuclear weapons complex environmental and safety crises.   It should also be
noted that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has endeavored to model the bio-
defense lab system on the Department of Energy (DOE) National Laboratory system.

An important point in parallel:

The safety and environmental disasters associated with the nuclear weapons complex came
about at least in part because of a cold war political climate that valued swift progress in
service of weapons production over safety.   The resulting history of devastating
environmental and human health consequences is well known, at Rocky Flats, Hanford,
Paducah and many other locations around the country.  Some of these sites are shockingly
close to major population centers such as Denver and San Francisco.

The past seven years has found the nation in a similar political climate, with a similar safety
culture with regard to the proliferation of laboratories conducting research and development
(R & D) with bio-warfare pathogens.  The extraordinary private sector economic stakes
involved in bio-defense R & D programs further complicates this culture.  Clearly a Bio-
Safety Facilities Safety Board would need to provide oversight of academic and private sector
facilities as well.
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How does the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board function?

The DNFSB created a methodology for safety programs and safety reviews.  It is empowered
to make safety recommendations that both Federal and contractor entities are required to
respond to; corrective action is taken, including operational stand-down, if warranted.

The DNFSB reports to Congress quarterly.  While no one mechanism can make the nuclear
weapons facilities perfectly safe, the DNFSB has by all accounts significantly improved safety
and oversight within the nuclear weapons complex.  The DNFSB has also been used as the
operating model for a number of other powerful boards providing oversight for other DOE
programs and labs.  The DNFSB includes scientists who also often work with the National
Academy of Sciences.

Relationship of a Bio-Safety Facilities Safety Board to the NSABB.

The National Science Advisory Board on Biosecurity  (NSABB) has been in place for several
years, but has a different charter from what is being proposed here.
(http://www.biosecurityboard.gov/ )  The NSABB makes recommendations re: dual use
research for all life science research.  This does not appear to be an overlap.  NSABB
recommendations would presumably be used by the Bio-Defense Facilities Safety Board in
conducting its reviews.

In summary, the new Bio-Safety Facilities Safety Board would focus on:

• evaluating and improving actual safety performance at laboratories, across all federal
and private funding sources, and

• reporting to Congress and to the public.

• independent, transparent, safety oriented  accountability by researchers, laboratories and
funding sources.
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2007; 5(4): 313-318. http://www.liebertonline.com/doi/abs/10.1089/bsp.2007.0026

6. Miller, John Dudley. Postal Anthrax Aftermath: Has Biodefense Spending Made Us Safer?
Scientific American Magazine, November 6, 2008. http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=postal-
anthrax-aftermath

7. Stern, Marcus. Is America Safer from Bioterrorism?  A three-part series from ProPublica, an
independent, non-profit newsroom that produces investigative journalism in the public interest;
December 5, 2008. http://www.propublica.org/feature/experts-divided-over-risk-of-bioterrorist-attack;
Multi-media interviews with bio-defense experts: http://www.flypmedia.com/issues/18/#1/1

8. Germs, Viruses and Secrets:  The Silent Proliferation of Bio-Laboratories in the United States:
Hearings before the House Committee on Energy and Commerce,  Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight.  High-containment biosafety laborations : preliminary observations on the oversight of
the proliferation of BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories in the United States; Testimony of Keith Rhodes,
U.S.  GAO,  October 4, 2007.
http://energycommerce.house.gov/images/stories/Documents/Hearings/PDF/110-oi-
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9. Testimony of Edward Hammond, the Sunshine Project, at same hearing:
http://energycommerce.house.gov/images/stories/Documents/Hearings/PDF/110-oi-
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Contact: Beth Willis, Frederick Citizens for Bio-lab Safety
301-694-9410 cell:  301-514-7648
mcbeth@mac.com

Endorsed by: 

Organization Contact LAB
Boston Coalition to
Stop the BioTerror
Lab

Klare Allen, Lead Organizer
Safety Net, Roxbury MA
safetynetrox@yahoo.com
617-442-3009

Dr. Vicky Steinitz, Co-coordinator of
the Greater Boston Committee of the
Coalition to Stop the BioTerror Lab, 
vicky.steinitz@umb.edu /
www.Stopthebiolab.org
617-864-5211

Angela Kelly
Massachusetts Peace Action,
Cambridge, MA
members@masspeaceaction.org
www.masspeaceaction.org
 617-354-2169

Claire Gosselin, Co-Chair, Women’s
International League for Peace &
Freedom, Greater Boston Branch
clagos@verizon.net
 http://boston.wilpf.org
617-512-5136

Mike Prokosch
Dorchester People for Peace
mikeprokosch@verizon.net
617-282-3783

Tony Palomba, President
Ernesta Kraczkiewicz, Planning
Committee Member
Watertown Citizens for Environmental
Safety
Watertown, Massachusetts
wces@rcn.com
http://www.watertowncitizens.org
617-924-6453

Duncan McFarland
United for Justice with Peace
UJPCoalition@gmail.com/ 
www.justicewithpeace.org
617-491-4857

Boston University, NEIDL;  BSL-4
and BSL-3 Labs (NIH)
Boston, MA

Frederick Citizens
for Bio-lab Safety

Beth Willis
mcbeth@mac.cm
301-694-9410
Sally Familton  (301) 698-0585

National Interagency Biodefense
Campus, Fort Detrick;  BSL-4 and
BSL-3 labs (USAMRIID, DHS,
NIH)  Frederick, MD
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Organization Contact LAB
Granville Non-
Violent Action Team
(GNAT)

Bill McKellar
www.nobio.org
919-477-5653 or 919-575-4283

Formerly proposed site for NBAF
at Butner, North Carolina; BSL-
4 and BSL-3 labs (DHS)  Site of
12 BSL-3 labs in research
triangle.

NoKyBiolab Kenneth King
PO Box 1750
Somerset, KY 42502
kennethelw@yahoo.com

Sue & Carey Koplowitz
London, KY 40743

Former candidate location for
NBAF, home to BSL-3 labs in
Lexington and Louisville, KY.
U of Louisville, Regional Biosafety
Lab

No NBAF in Kansas Dr. Thomas R. Manney, Chair of No
NBAF, and Professor Emeritus,
Department of Physics and Division of
Biology, Kansas State University
tomandmonta@mac.com
www.nonbaf.wordpress.com
785-537-0624

Debbie L. Nuss
Manhattan, KS  66502
785-537-7519
deb@debnuss.net

Jon Tveite, Chair
Manhattan Alliance for Peace &
Justice,
PO Box 1561
Manhattan, KS  66505-1561
785-313-0345
jon.tveite@gmail.com

Manhattan, Kansas, designated
future home of NBAF, at Kansas
State University; BSL-4 and BSL-
3 labs (DHS)

Mid-Missouri
Branch of WILPF,
(No NABAF in
Columbia, MO)

Therese Folsom
Columbia, MO  65203
theresefolsom@yahoo.com
573-268-4353

University of MO, BSL-3 lab;  and
formerly proposed site for NBAF,
Columbia, MO  (NIH)

Tri-Valley Cares Marylia Kelley, Executive Director
Robert Schwartz, Staff Attorney
marylia@earthlink.net
www.trivalleycares.org
(925) 443-7148

BSL-3 facility at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA (DHS)

Labwatch - Seattle,
WA

Mike McCormick
nobioterrorlab@yahoo.com -
www.labwatch.org
206-371-4646

WWAMI Regional Center of
Excellence for Biodefense and
Emerging Infectious Disease,
Seattle, Washington, numerous
BSL-3 labs throughout the city.
(NIH)


